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ABSTRACT

Graph Neural Networks (GNN) have recently exploded in the Ma-

chine Learning area as a novel technique for modeling graph-

structured data. Thismakes them especially suitable for applications

in the networking field, as communication networks inherently

comprise graphs at many levels (e.g., topology, routing, user con-

nections). In this demo, we will present IGNNITION, an open-source

framework for fast prototyping of GNNs applied to communica-

tion networks1. This framework is especially designed for network

engineers and/or researchers with limited background on neural

network programming. IGNNITION comprises a set of tools and

functionalities that eases and accelerates the whole implementation

process, from the design of a GNN model, to its training, evalua-

tion, debugging, and integration into larger network applications.

In the demo, we will show how a user can implement a complex

GNN model applied to network performance modeling (RouteNet),

following three simple steps.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent years have seen the great emergence of Graph Neural Net-

works (GNN) [1] onto the Machine Learning (ML) scene. Similarly

to Convolutional Neural Networks for spatially arranged data (e.g.,

images) or Recurrent Neural Networks for sequences (e.g., Natural

Language Processing), GNN is a novel Deep Learning tool espe-

cially conceived for modeling graph-structured data (i.e., relational

information). Nowadays, we have witnessed a plethora of ground-

breaking GNN-based applications in fields where data is inherently

represented as graphs (e.g., molecules in chemistry, gravitational

systems in physics, proteins in biology, or user-item interactions in

recommendation systems) [12].

In the last few years, the networking community has shown

growing interest in the potential applications of GNN to complex

networking problems, as graphs are a fundamental data type present

at many levels in networks (e.g., topology, routing, flow interactions,

user connections). To date, GNN has been applied to a broad variety

of use cases in communication networks [4], such as routing opti-

mization in wired networks [6, 9], resource allocation in wireless

networks [5, 10], Virtual Network Function placement [8], or job

scheduling in data center networks [7]; while there is arguably a

1https://ignnition.net
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Figure 1: Overview of IGNNITION.

long way ahead to investigate many other potential applications

śinvolving graphsś yet unexplored.

Nowadays, creating a GNN-based solution for networking is

a complex process that requires to unify a deep knowledge and

expertise in ML and networking. Standard GNNmodels (e.g., Graph

Attention Networks [11]) are not directly suitable for most net-

work applications. Often, it is needed to make an analysis on the

target network scenario, identify the elements involved and their

relationships, and implement a custom GNN architecture adapted

to the problem (e.g., heterogenenous graphs with various relation

types [5, 6, 9, 10]). In this context, implementing a non-standard

GNN model is a cumbersome task that entails complex mathemat-

ical formulation and dealing with purpose-specific ML libraries,

such as TensorFlow or PyTorch. This represents a critical entry

barrier for network engineers that aim to explore the potential of

GNN in their particular problems, but lack the needed ML expertise

to implement these models.

In this demo, we introduce IGNNITION, an open-source frame-

work for fast prototyping of GNNs (see Fig. 1). This framework

mainly targets networking experts with little background in neural

network programming. IGNNITION is developed by network en-

gineers, following a top-down approach, from the requirements of

network applications to the intricacies behind the implementations

of their corresponding GNN models.

With IGNNITION, users can easily design their ownGNNmodels

Ð including non-standard GNN architectures ś via an intuitive high-

level abstraction called the Multi-stage Message Passing (MSMP)

graph. This makes them oblivious to the mathematical formulation

and the underlying tensor-based code behind their model imple-

mentations.

As a result, a typical network engineer and/or researcher should

be able to produce a functional GNN prototype tailored to his/her

specific problem without prior knowledge on ML programming

libraries (e.g., TensorFlow, PyTorch).

The final publication is available at ACM via http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/3472716.3472853
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Figure 2: MSMP graph of

RouteNet [9].
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Figure 3: High-level architecture of IGNNITION. Figure 4: Evaluation of

execution cost.

2 MSMP GRAPH ABSTRACTION

GNN models applied to networking typically require to define

heterogeneous graphs to describe the input network scenarios,

including various element types (e.g., forwarding devices, links,

paths), and relations between them sequentially arranged [5, 6,

9, 10]. This involves a set of features not supported by standard

GNN architectures [12]. The goal of IGNNITION is to provide a

user-friendly interface to support this type of models.

This leads to the definition of the MSMP graph abstraction, a

novel high-level representation of GNNs that covers the common

requirements of state-of-the-art GNNmodels applied to networking.

With MSMP graphs, users can define their custom GNN architec-

tures through a visual graph representation, abstracting them from

the complex mathematical formulation behind their designs. As

an example, Figure 2 shows the MSMP graph of RouteNet [9]. We

refer the reader to [3] for a detailed description on MSMP graphs.

At the same time, the MSMP graph abstraction covers a broad

definition of GNN, which provides flexibility to implement a broad

variety of existing GNN architectures, and combine individual com-

ponents of them to create new custom designs (e.g., Message Passing

Neural Networks, Graph Convolutional Networks, Gated Neural

Networks, Graph Attention Networks, Graph Recurrent Networks,

and many more) [12].

3 IGNNITION OVERVIEW

Figure 3 depicts an overview of the internal architecture of IGNNI-

TION. The framework comprises four main modules:

1) The Model interface implements the MSMP graph abstraction

described in Section 2. With this interface, users can easily describe

the MSMP graph of their GNN models ślike the one of Fig. 2ś via a

simple YAML file.

2) The Dataset interface is based on the well-known NetworkX

library. This Python library implements a plethora of functions that

automatize the definition of graphs from datasets, as well as offer-

ing advanced tools for visualizing the data. This enables network

engineers to easily feed their GNN models with data in various

formats (e.g., network monitoring logs) and śmore importantlyś

to remain completely oblivious to the internal TensorFlow data

pipeline, which requires to deal with complex tensor definitions.

3) TheDebugging assistant incorporates advanced error-checking

mechanisms that guide the user through the entire GNN design

process, as we consider this a key aspect to achieve a good user

experience. Moreover, it produces an interactive visual represen-

tation of implemented GNN models to help users understand the

internal NN architecture and ease troubleshooting.

4) Lastly, the Core engine implements the main logic behind

the framework. Once the GNN model is described via the MSMP

graph (Fig. 2) and the dataset is adapted with NetworkX, the core

engine automatically generates an efficient implementation of the

GNN model in TensorFlow. The resulting implementations of IGN-

NITION have similar performance to models directly coded by

experts in TensorFlow. As an example, Figure 4 shows a compari-

son of execution time (during training and inference) between the

original implementation of RouteNet in TensorFlow [9] and the

equivalent model implemented with IGNNITION.

4 DEMO SCRIPT

We provide a short video outlining the content of the demo2. We

will show how a user can implement RouteNet [9] with IGNNITION,

following three simple steps. Participants will be able to see the

results in an interactive dashboard and a visual representation

showing the model architecture.

Demo users will also have access to a quick start tutorial on how

to design a simple GNN model that computes the shortest path

between two nodes in a network3, and all of them will be invited

to participate in the Graph Neural Networking challenge [2].
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